TELIA ABSENT MESSAGE
Quick instructions
Absent Message: Service management

The company’s contact person:

- All Telia Absent Message subscriptions can be managed over Telia Corporate Terminal

End user:

- After connection the user can adjust the service settings and define the state of the Telia Holiday Message or Absent Message: in “on” mode (announcement is played) or “off” (announcement is not played)
  - By SMS
  - On the Internet

Holiday Message: Management by SMS

- Management is easily done by sending the desired search word to the short number of the service 15400
- Search words of the service
  - LT (or LOMATIEDOTE) – Service activation without setting of time of return
  - LT DDMYYY – Service activation and setting of date E.g. LT 010809
    Please note. The message will be deactivated automatically when the return time is reached.
  - LT DDMYYY HHMM – Service activation and setting of date + time E.g. LT 010809 0900
    Please note. The message will be deactivated automatically when the return time is reached.
  - LT POIS – Setting the service into “off” mode
  - LT OHJE – Service instructions by SMS

Absent Message: Management by SMS

- Management is easily done by sending the desired search word to the short number of the service 15400
- Search words of the service
  - PT (or POISSAOLLOTIEDOTE) – Service activation without setting of time of return
  - PT DDMYYY – Service activation and setting of date E.g. PT 020709
    Please note. The message will be deactivated automatically when the return time is reached.
  - PT DDMYYY HHMM – Service activation and setting of date + time E.g. PT 020709 0900
    Please note. The message will be deactivated automatically when the return time is reached.
  - PT POIS – Setting the service into “off” mode
  - PT OHJE – Service instructions by SMS